
 
 
 
At Dovercourt Recreation Association (DRA), our mission is to build a healthy, active and 
engaged community through recreation. Our motto: “A community working for the community, 
Une communauté qui travaille pour la communauté.” Our goal is to enhance our quality of life. 
Along with our approach, it symbolizes who the Dovercourt Recreation Association (DRA) is.  
 
Since our inception in 1987 as a not-for-profit, charitable organization, we have strongly and 
fervently believed in an engaged and inclusive community, and work with the City of Ottawa, other 
community organizations, businesses, and individuals to anticipate and respond to our 
community’s recreational needs. As such, in creating a thoughtful and well-run recreation center, 
we provide programs, services and opportunities to be healthy, active, and involved for all our 
clients, in a caring and accessible environment for all ages and abilities. Simply stated, Dovercourt 
is a much-cherished institution in the community. Due to the planned retirement of our incumbent 
and long-serving leader, Dovercourt is looking for a strong community-focused leader to be its 
next Executive Director 
 
The DRA Executive Director is the strong leader, coach and administrator and the face of the 
organization, building upon its strong brand and structure to deliver on its mission and vision. 
 
You will report to a Board of 12 community volunteers who will provide policy, governance, and 
strategic direction to enable you and the leadership team to execute DRA’s operating plan, in 
alignment with the overarching strategy.  
 
A compassionate, collaborative and values-based leader, your inspiring, motivational, and 
forward-thinking style will deliver on the mission, financial objectives, and program goals of DRA. 
These results will be accomplished by engaging our exceptionally committed staff, and by building 
on our existing collaborative relationships with our partners at the City of Ottawa and the 
community. Given the economic uncertainty and volatility of the pandemic over the past two years, 
you will have both the fortitude and creativity to adapt and overcome these challenges.  
 
As an optimal candidate for this exciting and unique opportunity, you will have a track record as 
a progressive and ambitious leader in non-profit (or similar) organizations, with a passion for 
recreation and community. You will be a connector, with superior communication skills, a strong 
client-centric and service approach. Past experience in developing and executing strategic plans, 
along with financial management and fund development expertise. A clear focus and ability to 
lead change and effectively communicate with a wide audience of stakeholders will be valuable. 
The successful candidate will also have enabled high performance teams through collaboration, 
empowerment and inclusiveness. Proficiency in English is required and the ability to communicate 
in French would be an asset.  
 
If the opportunity to contribute to Dovercourt’s success and future excites you, and you 
wish to learn more about this impactful leadership opportunity, please call (in strictest 
confidence) Mike Lupiano at 613-862-2999, Nicole Poirier at 613-915-5030, or email your CV 
and a thoughtful letter of introduction to: Exec.dovercourt@lupianosearch.com . 
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We thank all applicants for their interest, however only those under consideration for the role will 
be contacted. 
 
Dovercourt Recreation Association (DRA) is committed to being an equal opportunity employer. 
Please advise in advance if you require any accommodation during the application or selection 
process. DRA is committed to employment equity and encourages candidates to self-identify as 
visible minorities; people from culturally diverse backgrounds; people of all gender identities and 
sexual orientations; Indigenous peoples; and persons with disabilities. 
 


